Speedy
READS

My former
man cave is
now fit for a
princess!

An excavator
was needed to
pull him out
while I helped

Share your story for the chance to receive $300

E

very time I visit my horse
paddock it makes me
smile. I go there every day
and love being surrounded
by my stunning stallions.
This day was different though
– trudging through the long
grass, I counted heads to make
sure all 18 horses were okay.
But I counted only 17. A
second count produced the same
result. Where was he? There
was nowhere for a horse to hide!
Then I heard a faint neigh.
Bolting up the hill, I jolted to
a stop when I found him.
My beautiful stallion,
Dreamtime, had fallen into a
well I never even knew existed.

In a pool of muddy water,
he was clearly in distress.
What do I do? I panicked.
Dreamtime held a very
special place in my heart. Six
months earlier, he and a mare
had given me
beautiful
twin foals.
‘Please
stay with us
buddy,’ I said.
My heart pounded
as I raced over to my
friend Helen’s house nearby.
‘I’ll call an excavator,’ she said.
Back at the paddock, we
tried to calm Dreamtime.
He must have stepped on

the well’s lid and it collapsed
under his weight.
Thankfully he didn’t fall head
first or he surely would have
drowned. But with all his
weight on his back legs, he
must’ve been
in a lot of pain.
‘Hang in
there,’ I said,
crouching down
towards him.
It broke my heart
watching him try to
heave himself out.
Two hours later, police, an
excavator crew and people
from The Tweed Rescue
Volunteers arrived. I prayed

‘There’s a chance
Dreamtime won’t
make it’

The app to happiness

W

hen my son came
into the kitchen,
I could tell he was
worried.
‘What’s up?’ I asked.
John, now 10, explained he
was anxious about school.
With my job in leadership
development and HR consulting,
I knew what I needed to say to
make him feel better.
The problem was, how could
I phrase it so he'd understand?
That’s when I remembered a
project my daughter Sara, now
11, had made earlier that year.
It was about how a healthy mind
can lead to a healthy body.
My husband Brian and I have
always taught Sara, John and
our other son, Charlie, now
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seven, that our feelings come
from our thoughts.
Inspired by this message,
Sara had decided to base her
assignment around it.
‘I'll make it fun,’ she said.
That’s how Positive Penguins
came about. The adorable
creatures have a reputation of
being resilient so they were
perfect for Sara’s project.
She created four characters
to guide kids through their
thoughts. There’s Evi, who finds
out the facts and Ollie, who
looks at the bigger picture.
Happ prepares for all the
possibilities and Buddy asks
what you’d say to a friend
going through a similar thing.
‘It’s fantastic,’ I told Sara.
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Her teachers
thought so too.
So when John
was struggling
later that year,
we turned to Positive Penguins.
Amazingly, his attitude began
to change. ‘If you do the right
thing at school, you won’t get
into trouble,’ he decided.
It was fantastic seeing Sara’s
project work before our eyes!
One day, we had an idea. If it
was a phone app, kids could
always access it. But with no
idea where to start, it seemed
impossible. ‘Not if we listen to
the Positive Penguins,’ Sara said.
She had a point!
Putting the app together was
a family affair. Sara drew the

they would free Dreamtime.
The excavator got digging
and when it came time to
smash through the wall, I
covered Dreamtime’s eyes
so he wouldn’t be frightened.
Securing straps around his
massive frame, he was finally
lifted onto solid ground.
‘Thank god,’ I choked, patting
his muddy coat.
Sadly, the horror wasn’t over.
‘He’s been through a lot,’ the
vet warned. 'There's a chance
Dreamtime won’t make it.'
Hosing him down, the wounds
on his head, neck and legs were
bone-deep. The vet bandaged
them and gave him fluids.
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My horse got in a
HOLE lotta trouble

That night, I checked on
him every hour. Thankfully
he made it through.
After that, Helen and I did
shifts, tending to Dreamtime’s
dressings. It took months and
thousands of dollars, but my
brave boy recovered.
Since then, I’ve filled in the
hole so the nightmare doesn’t
happen again. Now Dreamtime
and I can enjoy the peaceful
paddock once more. ■
Cherie Bennett, 49,
Hastings Point, NSW
Me, Brian and our kids
John, Sara and Charlie

penguins and the boys came
up with clothing for them. The
messages were based on
theories from psychologist,
Dr Martin Seligman.
Finally, six months later,
the Positive Penguins app
was available on iTunes.

A cut of the proceeds
go to Koala Kids, an
organisation that supports
children with cancer. We’re
proud of how far it's come.
A little bit of hope can
lead to a lot of happiness! ■
Meg Price, 45, Glen Iris, Vic
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pening the door, I saw
everything was pink –
the walls, cupboards,
and even the little
trinkets that dotted the shelf.
Fairy lights twinkled above
the four-poster bed, which
came complete with butterflyadorned net curtains.
You may think this boudoir
belongs to a budding little
princess, but that couldn’t
be further from the truth.
Instead it’s the lair of a
26-year-old lad. Me!
A few months ago, my
bedroom was as bland as can
be. The walls were beige, the
furniture was sparse and the
style was non-existent.
It clearly belonged to a
bachelor without a decorating
bone in his body. Still, it
served its purpose. And if my
four flatmates and I threw
a party, it was the perfect
storage area for our couches.
In April this year, when
I went to Asia for a holiday, I
left my man cave behind –

only to find an enchanted pink
Photos of me as a princess
palace when I came home!
hung on the wall, plastered
There’s no shortage of
with phrases like ‘Fun Girl’ and
humour among my house
‘Best Friends Forever’.
mates. Marc, a set designer,
It was hilarious. My cheeks
is particularly inventive at
stung from smiling!
planning pranks. When I
‘How did you do it?’ I asked.
returned home from my trip
Marc explained they’d
on June 17, I fell victim to his
started weeks earlier, buying
most triumphant trick yet.
cheap paint and scouring
It was about 1.30am when
op-shops for toys and fabrics.
I stumbled through the front
It took them two days to
door. My flatmates offered me
complete and they captured it
a warm welcome.
all on camera – including my
‘Put your luggage away then
reaction! When we posted the
we’ll have a drink,’ one grinned. video online, it went viral and
Opening my bedroom door,
I was interviewed by American
I couldn't believe it – a winking
and British journalists. I felt
wonderland plastered in pink!
proud of my little pink parlour!
Had my once-blokey bedroom
Now I've donated my sparkly
been taken over by a little girl? stuff to Make A Wish Foundation,
I burst into fits of laughter as so it can be enjoyed by a real
my smug flatmates gave me a
princess battling illness.
tour of my bright new abode.
The bar’s been raised on our
The effort they’d gone to
pranks, I feel obligated to get
was incredible. Not only were
revenge. Marc’s planning a trip
the walls pink, they’d also
for his upcoming birthday. He
adorned the shelves with
can take this as a warning! ■
Tom Overend, 26, Footscray, Vic
ponies, castles and other
twinkling girly trinkets.
My blokey bedr

The effort they
went to was
astounding!
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